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To incorporate proper throwing mechanics for all positions 

Why

Objective

Reduce injury and maximize results  



Drill 1
Arm & Glove Action

Feet shoulder width apart 

Toe of arm side (AS) foot lining up to arch of glove side (GS) foot 

Arm action 
Glove action 
Hip rotation 

Better arm action and timing together with glove side and hip 
rotation 

Base Position

Focus

Instructional  
Result



Drill 1

Arm & Glove Action

Starting Position 

Top Half 
Back of glove facing target with your hand in your glove 

Bottom Half 
Knees bend in an athletic position, sitting into your hips

Loading Position

Top Half 
Rotate with glove side (GS) shoulder pointed at your target with GS elbow at 90° 
Pendulum swing the ball to arm side (AS) launch position with elbow at 110°, maintaining posture 

Bottom Half 
GS knee turned slightly into AS ankle (slight rotation of hips)

Unloading Position

Top Half 
Tuck GS elbow against body 
Throw AS elbow up and forward (lead with the elbow) towards your target completing the throw to partner 
Finishing with your palm facing towards your AS (pronating) inside your GS knee 

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3



Drill 2
Arm & Glove Action with Heel Lift

         (Same as drill 1)
Feet shoulder width apart 

Toe of AS foot lining up to arch of GS foot 

Arm action 
Glove action 
Hip rotation 
Slight lift of the AS heel at finish 

Heel lift toward the target, not heel rollover 

Base Position

Focus

Instructional  
Result



Drill 2

Arm & Glove Action with Heel Lift

Starting Position 

Top Half 
Back of glove facing target with your hand in your glove 

Bottom Half 
Knees bend in an athletic position, sitting into your hips

Loading Position

Top Half 
Rotate with glove side (GS) shoulder pointed at your target with GS elbow at 90° 
Pendulum swing the ball to arm side (AS) launch position with elbow at 110°, maintaining posture 

Bottom Half 
GS knee turned slightly into AS ankle (slight rotation of hips)

Unloading Position

NB!!! Top Half and Bottom Half in sync 
Tuck GS elbow against body 
Throw AS elbow up and forward (lead with the elbow) towards your target completing the throw to partner 
Finishing with your palm facing towards your AS (pronating) inside your GS knee 
Heel lift together with shoulder and hip rotation 
Heel lift toward the target, not heel rollover 

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

(Same as Drill 1 except for Step 3)



Drill 3
Flamingo

Split stance with GS foot in front of AS foot 

50/50 weight distribution 

Load onto back foot 
Close front side to target  
Shoulder and hip connected on rotation 

Back side rotates together with connection of shoulder, hip and knee 

Base Position

Focus

Instructional  
Result



Drill 3

Flamingo

Starting Position 

Top Half 
Back of glove facing target with your hand in your glove 

Bottom Half 
Knees bend in an athletic position, sitting into your hips

Loading Position

Top Half and Bottom Half in sync 
Rotate with glove side (GS) shoulder pointed at your target with GS elbow at 90° 
Pendulum swing the ball to arm side (AS) launch position with elbow at 110°, maintaining posture 
Transfering your weight from 50/50 to over your back foot 

Unloading Position

Top Half and Bottom Half in sync 
Tuck GS elbow against body 
Throw AS elbow up and forward (lead with the elbow) towards your target 
AS shoulder, hip and foot come forward completing the throw to your partner 
Maintaining balance on GS leg with AS knee in the air (pausing) - holding for 2 sec (strong front side) 
Finishing with your palm facing towards your AS (pronating) inside your GS knee  

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3



Drill 4
Separation

45° to the GS 

Back to your target  
(similar to when a pitcher is on the mound trying to pick off a runner at 1B) 

Feel separation: top half / bottom half 

Be sure that the bottom half or stride is made with the shoulders 
lagging behind the bottom half 

Base Position

Focus

Instructional  
Result



Drill 4

Separation

Starting Position 

Establish base position by starting in the stretch position, keeping the arm side heel firmly planted at 90° 
Then close GS foot 45° towards the rear (closing GS shoulder) 
Hands together 

Top Half 
Arm and glove action exactly the same as drills 1-3 
Bottom Half 
Back knee stays bent (shoulders continue to stay closed to your target)

Top Half and Bottom Half in sync 
Stride towards target, landing on your heel with shoulders lagging behind hips (to maintain load) 

Bottom Half 
With no change in posture or load, plant GS ball of foot 
Extend AS knee then retract to start throwing phase

Tuck GS elbow against body 
Throw AS elbow up and towards your target 
Complete the throw with your palm facing towards your AS (pronating) and finish with AS hip toward target

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5



Drill 5
Wrong Foot (Walking Throw)

Feet together 
Chest facing target 
Hands together in front of the body  

Step with AS foot to target, then, 
Step with GS foot to target (taking the ball out of the glove at this time) 
Step with the AS foot at the same time (i.e. no delay) 
Throwing the ball (leading with the elbow) 
Finish with AS hip pointing at target 

To teach proper finish and effective use of arm action leading with the elbow 

Base Position

Mechanical  
Description

Instructional  
Result



Drill 5

Wrong Foot (Walking Throw)

Starting Position 

Feet together 
Chest facing target 
Hands together in front of the body 

Bottom Half 
Step with AS foot to target

Step with GS foot to target (taking the ball out at this time) - NB!!! 

Top Half and Bottom Half in sync 
Step with AS foot (foot must land before throwing phase commences) 
Throw the ball (leading with the elbow) 
Finish with the arm side hip pointing at target

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4



Drill 6
Reverse pick-off (2B)

Stretch position 
AS pointing at 2B (target) 

Rotate shoulders with chest pointing at target (2B) 
Separate glove and ball into throwing position 
Stride and lift AS knee 
Starting throw and finishing with AS hip pointing at target (2B) 

This drill forces the player to isolate the arm action from the body action 
The player will learn how to utilise the pronation snap of his/her arm to drive 
the ball to his/her target 

Base Position

Mechanical  
Description

Instructional  
Result



Drill 6

Reverse pick-off (2B)

Starting Position 

Reverse stretch position 
AS pointing at 2B (target) 
Hands together 

Top Half and Bottom Half in sync 
Rotate shoulders with chest pointing at target (2B) 
Separate glove and ball into throwing position

Step with GS foot to target (taking the ball out at this time) - NB!!! 

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3



Drill 7
Step behind (position-specific)

Pitchers

Start with glove side foot one (1) complete foot length in front of AS  
foot (GS heel in-line with AS toe) 

Stretch position with GS shoulder facing target 

Step behind with GS foot planting AS heel into the ground 
Stride with GS foot towards the target and throw 

Footwork and arm action 

Base Position

Focus

Catchers 
Infielders 
Outfielders



Drill 7

Step behind (position-specific)

Starting Position 

Start with the GS foot one (1) complete foot length in front of AS foot  
(GS heel in-line with AS toe) 
Stretch position with GS shoulder facing target 

Top Half and Bottom Half in sync 
Step behind GS foot firmly planting AS heel into ground (pendulum swing commences at this point) 
Shoulder lag 20-30° (close GS - creating bottom/top separation)

Stride with GS foot towards the target and throw 
Finish with AS hip pointing at target 

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3



Throwing Program

Sequence and distance

Drill 1 Arm & Glove Action  10 throws @ 6-8 Yards / (5.5-7.5m)

Drill 2 Arm & Glove Action with Heel Lift 10 throws @ 6-8 Yards / (5.5-7.5m)

Drill 3 Flamingo 10 throws @ 8 Yards / (7.5m)

Drill 4 Separation 10 throws @ 10 Yards / (9.1m)

Drill 5 Wrong Foot (Walking Throw) 10 throws @ 12-15 Yards / (10.9-13.7m)

Drill 6 Reverse pick-off (2B) Based on Individual @ 15 (up to 80) Yards / (13.7-73.2m)

Drill 7 Step Behind Based on Individual @ 40 (up to 90) Yards / (36.5-82.3m)


